
GLOSSARY OF LEGAL TERMS

Ad damnum: The technical name of the clause in the complaint that contains a statement
by the plaintiff of the amount of the damages he/she is claiming.

Additur:  The opposite of Remittitur.  An increase in an award by the Judge done in the
Court's discretion if he or she feel the Jury's judgment is inadequate.

Adjudicate: To settle in the exercise of judicial authority; to determine finality.

Admissions: Confessions, concessions, or voluntary acknowledgment made by a party of the
existence of certain facts.

Affiant: The person who makes and subscribes an affidavit.

Affidavit: Sworn statement of a witness, which is verified by a Notary Public.

Affirmative Defense: A defense that must be specifically pled by the defendant to be
asserted at trial.  If such a defense is not raised in the answer, it is waived.  An example of an
affirmative defense is contributory negligence, assumption of the risk, etc.

Appellant: The party who takes an appeal from one court or jurisdiction to another in the
interest of setting aside or reversing the judgment.

Appellee: The party in a case against whom an appeal is taken, that is, the party who has an
interest adverse to setting aside or reversing the judgment (some times called the respondent).

Arbitration: Alternative dispute resolution in which the case is decided by an arbitrator or
panel of arbitrators, usually experienced attorneys, former judges, or administrative law judges.  The
case is decided after an informal hearing.  Arbitration is almost always binding. 

Assumption of the Risk: This is an affirmative defense.  The Defendant who relies on this
defense has the burden of presenting substantial evidence proving (1) that a Plaintiff had knowledge
of, and an appreciation of, the danger the Plaintiff faced; and (2) that the Plaintiff voluntarily
consented to bear the risk posed by that danger. A Plaintiff who knows that a risk is inherent in an
activity, understands its nature, and voluntarily encounters the risk may not hold the Defendant liable
for any damages incurred.

Attorney/Client Privilege: A privilege from discovery that protects the confidentiality of
communications between an attorney and his or her client.  This includes insurance company
communications to counsel. 

Bifurcation: The act of separating specific issues for separate trials, most commonly used
to split cases into separate trials for liability and damages.  Most trial judges do not like to bifurcate
a case since they have to try it twice.  



Bill of Particulars: In some jurisdictions, the answer to a legal request made by the
defendant for a detailed statement from the plaintiff justifying plaintiff's cause of action.

Collateral Estoppel: Doctrine providing that where an issue of law or fact has been
determined by a final judgment, that judgment prevents further litigation of the same claims between
the original parties and as to the one for whose benefit a cause of action has been litigated in any
subsequent suit between the same parties.  This typically involves issue preclusion.  

Collateral Source Rule: Rule providing that in a suit for compensatory damages, a defendant
may not claim that the plaintiff did not actually sustain the amount of damages sought because the
plaintiff has allegedly been recompensed by other means or from other sources for the same injury
or damages. The rule provides that in an action for compensatory damages where diminution resulted
from the conduct of a third party, a defendant will not be permitted to establish that the plaintiff did
not actually sustain the financial loss. This rule changed in Alabama in 2001 when the Alabama
Supreme Court reinstated Section 12-21-45 which now allows collateral source evidence of the
payment of a Plaintiff's hospital or medical expenses.  Specifically, the Defendant can show payment
of the Plaintiff's medical expenses by the insurer and the Plaintiff can then show they will have to
reimburse the subrogation interest. 

Combining and Concurring Negligence: Relates to cases involving joint and several
liability.  This theory prohibits a division of liability among joint Defendants as to an assessment
of damages.

Common Law: Distinguished from law created by the legislative process (statutory).
Common law is based primarily on cases or other precedent which is binding under stare decisis.

Compensatory Damages: Damages awarded for the usual out-of-pocket expenses such as
medical bills and lost wages, along with pain, suffering, mental anguish, and loss of consortium.

Conjecture: A slight degree of credence arising from evidence too weak or too remote to
carry sufficient weight. 

Contributory Negligence: This is an affirmative defense, like assumption of risk, where the
Defendant has the burden of proof.  The Defendant must prove that the Plaintiff (1) had knowledge
of the existence of the dangerous condition (2) appreciated such danger, and (3) failed to exercise
care for his own safety by putting himself in the way of such danger.  This is a total bar to recovery
under Alabama law.  

Comparative Negligence: The doctrine has not been adopted in Alabama.  It compares the
negligence of the Plaintiff with that of the Defendant and apportions the jury award according to the
percentage of fault found between the parties. There are two types of comparative negligence: pure
and modified. In pure comparative, the Plaintiff will always recover, regardless of how negligent
he is. In modified comparative, a threshold is established at 50%, after which the plaintiff’s
negligence is considered a bar to recovery. 



Cross-Claim: A claim made by one defendant against another defendant which relates to the
subject matter of the of the plaintiff's complaint.

Counter-Claim: A claim made by the defendant against the plaintiff.

Declaratory Judgment Action: A suit authorized by statutes or federal acts where a
policyholder or an insurance company can bring suit for the sole purpose of determining the
respective rights of the parties under the provisions of the insurance policy at issue.

Default Judgment: A judgment rendered as a consequence of the defendant failing to
appear. A Defendant who has made an appearance in the suit must be given three days notice, prior
to entering Default Judgment.

Demurrer: A defendant's response to the plaintiff’s complaint, stating that even if all of the
facts alleged in the pleadings are true, the plaintiff has no proper cause of action under the law, and
the defendant requests the judge to terminate the suit.

Deposition: A witness’ out-of-court testimony under oath that is recorded by a court report
for later use in court or for Discovery purposes. Any person may be served with a summons for a
deposition, whether they are a party or not.  

Directed Verdict (Now called a Motion for a Judgment as a Matter of Law): A verdict
rendered by the court in response to a motion for directed verdict, either before or after the jury’s
verdict, against a party on a given issue when there is no legally sufficient basis for a jury to fond
for the party on that issue. The defendant usually makes this motion when the plaintiff has failed to
meet his or her burden of proof.

Discovery: The process at the beginning of litigation where the parties attempt to obtain all
relevant facts for trial. Discovery devices include Depositions, Interrogatories, Requests for
Admission, and Requests for Production.

Dismissal with Prejudice: An adjudication on the merits and final disposition, barring the
right to bring or maintain an action on the same claim or cause. Whereas, a dismissal without
prejudice prevents the dismissal from operating as a bar to a subsequent suit, permitting the action
to be brought again subsequently.

Dispositive Motions: Motions that can be filed at various stages of the litigation that has a
conclusive effect on the proceedings. They include the Motions to Dismiss, Motion for Judgment
on the Pleadings, Motion for Summary Judgment, Motion for Judgment as a Matter of Law
(Directed Verdict), and Motion for Judgment not Withstanding the Verdict (JNOV).  

Fiduciary Duty: A duty created by an action for the benefit of another, involving financial
transactions or other business interests. It is the highest degree of care owed to another.

Guardian ad Litem (GAL): A special guardian appointed by the court to prosecute or



defend on behalf of a minor or incompetent. Such a guardian is considered an officer of the court to
represent the interest of the minor or incompetent, and such an appointment goes hand-in-hand with
"friendly suits."  The cost of the GAL is usually taxed to the defendant.

Hearsay:   An out of Court statement, offered to prove the truth of the matter asserted. There
are many exceptions to the general rule that hearsay is inadmissible at trial.

In Personam (“Against the person”): Involving or determining the personal rights and
interests of a party.

Indemnity: A release from liability that is allowed under Alabama law only by contract.
Under a contractual obligation, one party agrees to indemnify/hold harmless another party for some
action, usually negligence.  There are two types of contractual indemnity allowed in Alabama, the
first where a party can be indemnified against another's party's negligence and secondly, where a
party can be indemnified for even their own negligence.  

Injunction: A judicial process, operating in personam, that requires the person to whom it
is directed to act, or to refrain from acting with regard to a particular thing.

Interlocutory Appeal: An appeal before a case has become final; any appeal before a
judgment has been entered by the Court.  

Interpleader: The process by which a stakeholder deposits property with the court to avoid
multiple liability, allowing interested parties to litigate ownership of the property. The most common
application of Interpleader occurs when exposure on a covered claim exceeds policy limits and they
are multiple claimants.  In such cases, the policy limits may be interpleaded into the court of
applicable jurisdiction and the court can determine entitlement of the various claimants to those
funds.  

Interrogatories: Written questions, typically posed towards the beginning Discovery, by one
party to another.  

Intervention: A procedure where a party with an interest in the litigation requests permission
to enter the existing litigation.  Intervention is most often seen where there is a coverage dispute and
the insurance carrier asks to intervene into the underlying action for the express purpose of issuing
special Interrogatories on coverage to the jury at the conclusion of the case.  

Joint and Several Liability: A liability that may be apportioned between two or more
defendants or to only one or a select few of the defendants, at the plaintiff’s discretion. Alabama does
not allow an assessment of fault or a percentage of damages against joint Defendants.  If a jury
returns a verdict against two defendants, the plaintiff may take some or all of the judgment from any
Defendant he chooses and the paying Defendant has no recourse against the non-paying Defendant.

Judgment as a Matter of Law: Has replaced Directed Verdict and JNOV. It is a verdict
rendered by the court in response to a motion for directed verdict, either before or after the jury’s



verdict, against a party on a given issue when there is no legally sufficient basis for a jury to fond
for the party on that issue. The defendant usually makes this motion when the plaintiff has clearly
failed to meet his or her burden of proof.

Judgment Notwithstanding the Verdict (JNOV): A judgment entered for one party even
though a jury verdict has been rendered for the opposing part. JNOV has been replaced by Judgment
as a Matter of Law.

Judgment on the Pleadings: A motion made for judgment based solely on the allegations
and information contained in the pleadings, and not on any outside matters.

Judicial Estoppel: This is also known as the Doctrine of Inconsistent Positions.  Under this
rule, a party may be disallowed from taking inconsistent positions in a case or related cases.  

Loss of Consortium: A loss of the benefits that one spouse is entitled to receive from the
other, including companionship, cooperation, aid, affection, and sexual relations. A similar loss of
benefits is applicable between parent and child.

Mandamus: An order from a higher Court directing the actions of a lower Court.

Motion in Limine: A motion used shortly before trial to obtain an order on a particular issue
- primarily used to prevent the introduction of inadmissible evidence.  For example, the Defendant
would file a motion to keep out the existence of insurance coverage.

Motion for a More Definite Statement: A party’s request, usually the defendant, that the
court require the other party to amend a vague or ambiguous pleading to which the party cannot
reasonably be required to respond.

Nuisance: A tortious interference with a landowner’s use and enjoyment of his property. It
is similar to trespass in that it involves an interference with use and enjoyment of land, but it does
not require an entry into the property, whereas trespass requires an entry.

Offer of Judgment: A pleading from the Defendant to the Plaintiff suggesting that judgment
be entered in a specified amount in resolution of the case. In most jurisdictions, a Plaintiff who
declines an offer of Judgment may be taxed with some defense costs if the ultimate judgment does
not equal or exceed the amount offered.  Under Alabama law, this does not have any real “teeth”.
Alabama law does not allow the recovery of attorney’s fees incurred after the rejection of the offer
of judgment only “costs” such as deposition fees, subpoena fees, etc.

Prayer for Relief: That portion of a complaint that sets forth the requested relief or damages
to which the plaintiff claims entitlement (see Ad Damnum).

Per Se Negligence: The violation of a statute (civil or penal) that determines the standard
of care or duty owed by the plaintiff, whose violation constitutes a breach of that duty. In cases
involving a civil statute, the court must apply the statute as the duty, but in cases involving a penal



statute, the court will apply the penal statute as the duty if 1) the plaintiff is a member of the class
of persons the legislature intended to protect with the statute, and 2) the plaintiff’s harm is the same
type of harm the statute was intended to protects against. Even if Per Se is established, a plaintiff
must still prove causation and damages.

Preponderance: Greater weight of evidence, or evidence that is more credible and
convincing.

Prima Facie Case: A case with sufficient proof to support a finding, unless other evidence
to the contrary contradicts it.

Personal Injury Protection (PIP): Also known as “No-fault” Insurance, PIP is insurance
conferring on the named insured and certain others the right to benefits for injury by automobile
accident without regard to fault in its occurrence. This type of insurance is not in effect in AL, but
is primarily found in FL, and it is limited by the number of automobiles covered.

Privity of Contract: The legal relationship between parties to a contract. Usually, only
parties in privity may bring an action on a contract, though some third parties, such as intended
beneficiaries, may sometimes bring the action.

Pro Ami Settlement: A settlement requiring a hearing to determine if the settlement is in the
best interest of a minor Plaintiff.  This type of settlement requires an appointment of a guardian ad
litem (GAL) to represent to the Court that the settlement is in the best interest of the minor(s).  Under
Alabama law, a settlement less than $7,500.00 does not require a pro ami hearing.

Probative: Having the effect of proof, tending to prove or actually proving (in other words,
relevant factual evidence).

Proximate Cause: A natural and probable consequence of the negligent act or omission,
from which the resulting injury is reasonably foreseeable to an ordinarily prudent person.  According
to this concept, the injury would not have occurred “but for” the negligent act or omission, and the
injury is one that the allegedly negligent person could expect to result from his or her acts or
omissions.  

Remittitur: The procedural process by which a verdict of the jury is diminished, normally
due to it being grossly excessive under the circumstances.

Removal: The transfer of a case from state court to federal court.  Removal requires the
existence of federal question (i.e. suite under a federal law) or diversity of state citizenship of the
parties and a minimum of $75,000 at issue in the case.

Request for Admission: Written request from one party to another to admit certain facts.
Typically, failure to admit a fact can allow a requesting party to seek costs associated with proving
those facts.  



Request for Production: Written request from one party to another seeking the production
of documents or other tangible items.

Res Gestae (“things done”): The events at issue or other events contemporaneous with them.
Testimony about such events is usually admissible under some exception to the Hearsay rule, but
under the Federal Rules of Evidence and any state rules fashioned after them, the use of res gestae
is out of use.

Res Ipsa Loquitur (“The Thing Speaks for Itself"): Res Ipsa applies to circumstances in
which no one can specifically state what act of negligence occurred but it is obvious from the
accident’s occurrence that there must have been negligence on someone's part, so as to establish a
Prima Facie case.  The law school example given is when a sponge is left by a physician in a patient
during an operation. 

Res Judicata: The term designates a point, question, or subject matter which was in
controversy or dispute and has been authoritatively and finally settled by the decision of a court.
Such issues of fact, once legally determined, are conclusive between the parties in the same action
or subsequent proceeding.  Similar to collateral estopple and usually pertains to precluding an entire
claim.

Reservation of Rights:   This is a letter written by an insurer to its insured reserving the
carrier’s rights under the policy.  The carrier must specifically list the grounds upon which it is
reserving its rights and must continually update this if additional grounds are uncovered.  The
issuance of a reservation of rights by the carrier creates an “enhanced duty of good faith and fair
dealing” on behalf of the carrier and defense counsel it selects.  The carrier and defense counsel must
make sure that the decisions made are not on behalf of the carrier, but on behalf of the insured.

Respondeat Superior: This is the doctrine that a principal is liable for the acts of his or her
agent when committed in furtherance of the business of the principal.

Scienter: Essentially a synonym for intent.  Scienter typically refers to the state of mind in
a criminal or intentional tort case.  

Spoilation: This term refers to the destruction of evidence, by acts or omission, by any party
who has control over that evidence.  Where spoliation occurs, the opposing party is often entitled
to a jury instruction that states, in essence, that only a guilty mind would allow evidence to be
destroyed.  Thus, the jury can assume a negative inference from the missing evidence.  Recently,
Alabama has joined a majority of jurisdictions which have allowed spoilation be an independent
cause of action.

Stare Decisis: A legal doctrine that holds prior legal decisions as an authoritative precedent
within a particular jurisdiction.

Stay: To stop, arrest, or forebear; to stay an order means to hold in abeyance or refrain from
enforcing.



Strict Liability: Liability that does not depend on actual negligence or intent to harm, but
is based on the breach of an absolute duty to makes something safe, usually established by statute.

Subpoena (duces tecum): Literally means “under penalty.” A process to cause a witness to
appear and give testimony. Duces tecum means that the person under subpoena is also commanded
to bring with him or her certain documents.

Substantial Evidence: Defined as evidence of "such weight and quality that fair-minded
persons in the exercise of impartial judgment can reasonably infer the existence of the fact sought
to be proved."

Summary Judgment: This motion states that there are no genuine issues of material fact
and, as a matter of law, the moving party is entitled to judgment. The motion attacks the basic merits
of the opponent's case.

Tort: A breach of a duty owed (other than that of a contract) that proximately causes a third
party's damages.

Trespass: A tortious interference with the use and enjoyment of the plaintiff’s property that
requires the intentional entry of the plaintiff’s land. In some jurisdictions, the plaintiff must also
prove that he suffered some harm as a result of the entry. It differs from nuisance in that it requires
some form of entry into the land. 

Usual Stipulations: An agreement made on almost all depositions that all objections are
reserved except for those to the form of the question.

Voir Dire: An examination of prospective jurors used to eliminate jurors that may be biased
or lack qualifications.

Venire: The pool of persons from which the jury is selected at trial.  

Willfulness: The conscious doing of some act or omission of some duty under knowledge
of existing conditions accompanied with a design or purpose to inflict injury.  APJI 29.01

Work Product Doctrine: Similar to the attorney/client privilege, this privilege protects an
attorney's work/product and materials prepared in anticipation of litigation from disclosure in
Discovery.  In some jurisdiction and under some circumstances, this may include work/product done
by a party or insurance carrier, particularly where that work is done in conjunction with the efforts
of counsel or at counsel's instruction.
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